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ABSTRACT
Water is life. There is no denying. But water is also a source of many disasters and dangers. There are a lot of rivers, canals and waterways in South Asian countries. In some cases water transports are the only mode of transportation for movement and trade. Many natural and man-made causes like flood, cyclone, tsunami, jacking, looting; sometimes, people get stuck in a water surrounded environment. So it is an unavoidable issue to rescue the people when they fall in such situation. Two kinds of automated rescue mission can be possible in those cases, one is air-borne and another is water-borne. Water vehicles show better efficacy instead of air vehicle for developing countries in terms of economy and complexities. Therefore here in this paper, a basic principle and methods towards an automated water-borne rescue system is outlined. The architectures of distributed system along with multi-logics are presented. The proposed system is actually comprised of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Mobile Robotics. The proposed system is then investigated by all available path finding algorithms, to find a most suitable which can conduct rescue operation for different map systems with better efficiency and better economy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
South Asian countries (Bangladesh, Pakistan, India etc) are full of rivers. The major means of communication of those countries are rivers and canals. Therefore, big/small boat is an important mode for transportation. Sometimes, for man-made invention (hijacking a ship/loot of wealth etc.) and mechanical failures fall the passengers in a danger situation. Also many natural disasters like flood, cyclones and tsunami force people to get stuck in water surrounded situation. Hence, it is an unavoidable issue to rescue the people from danger. Two types of approaches are generally applied for this type of rescue campaign: one is air vehicles; another is water (automatic boat). Aircraft is too expensive to bear a better service for the developing countries. Therefore, water vehicles shows better efficacy in the view of economic tolerance.

With the advent of wireless technology and technique from applied engineering has changed the way to save the endangered people. To deal with an un-named rescue system concerns with many items and technical disciplines. For dealing with so many items within a limited time, a whole system activity is distributed over times, and for speeding-up of such activities leads the challenges (integration etc.) in
considered which in our case will be a water surrounded area. A lot of other works are going on about different algorithms that we are going to compare here. Dijkstra algorithm is a very commonly used algorithm. Researchers are working around the world to improve this algorithm more and more [6], [7], [8]. A-Star (A*) Algorithm is also very useful for search and rescue operations [9]. Works are going on around the world to make an efficient hardware engine for this algorithm [10] and to use this algorithm in hazardous environment [11]. A very important work [12] compared dijkstra and A* algorithm in a grid based map which will be our primary tool to find the most suitable algorithm for our case.

Apart from those works, many researchers have also shown tremendous improvement in the field of mobile robots, path planning algorithms and rescue robotics. A 3D active sensing mechanism is used in [13] to operate search and rescue mission in urban areas. They used a sensory system that provides high resolution 2-D and 3-D information of a cluttered scene that can be used by a robot operator for real-time viewing as well as to develop a 3-D map of the disaster scene.

In [14] a new and innovative type of incremental multi-scale search algorithm is demonstrated for path planning in a dynamic way with low worst-case complexities. This incremental multi-scale algorithm leads to an improvement both in terms of robustness and computational complexity—in the worst case—when compared to the classical algorithms.

Recently in [15] they propose another fast path algorithm for finding the best shortest paths in the road network. There they tried to minimize costs between the origin and destination nodes just like our case. The proposed algorithm was compared with the dijkstra algorithm in order to find the best and shortest paths using a sample of Tehran city road network. In our case we will discuss all available algorithms including dijkstra to do the same in water affected area for rescue operation.

3. THE PROPOSED RESCUE SYSTEM

Three rescue boats (RB) are initially considered to rescue the victim from the Endangered boat (EB) to a safe place. Whenever EB finds a problem, it sends a signal to the Base station (BS). BS receives EB’s location and it knows where actually the RB’s are, because RB’s are connected to each other and to the BS via computer network.

Fig 1: Proposed System

Whenever BS receives a signal from any EB, it finds out which RB is the nearest to that EB and sends signal to that RB to perform rescue operation and hence that RB reach to that EB and rescue the victims. The main reasons of finding the nearest one are:

i) To reduce the cost
ii) To minimize the rescue period and
iii) To keep other RB free so that they can perform another operation if needed.

4. PATH FINDING

Path finding problem is the fundamental problem for mobile robots i.e. the RB. The graph search algorithms are the most known solutions for this problem. The most known algorithms for the shortest path problem are:

i) The graph search algorithm
ii) Breadth-first algorithm
iii) Dijkstra algorithm and
iv) A* (A Star) algorithm

So far most of the related studies are focused on one of these algorithms and for urban based map. In this paper, these algorithms are summarized and simulated. Depending on our case various advantages and disadvantages are defined. Some assumptions are taken into account before the simulation. The map we have used is divided into same size square cells. The ability of traversing is accepted as 900 and 4-adjacent traversable neighbor’s is considered for simplicity. 4- and 8-adjacency definition can be shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively.

![Fig 2: 4-adjacency](image)

![Fig 3: 8-adjacency](image)
4.1 The Graph Search Algorithm

The graph search algorithms are very old and primitive. These algorithms are basically based on node-edge notation but this notation lacks when a modern system like GPS gets an image frame, converts it to a map matrix and uses this map matrix as the grid based map. In these situations using matrix notation gives the advantage of simplicity and comprehension. But in our particular case this type of algorithm is of lesser use.

4.2 The Breadth-First Algorithm

Unlike the graph search algorithm the breadth-first algorithm works with the method branching from the starting cell to the neighbor cells (just traversable cells), (un-traversable cells and cells out of boundaries are discarded) until the destination cell is found [16, 17]. This kind of algorithm can be very useful in water affected area scenario.

![Breadth-first algorithm](image)

Fig 4: Breadth-first algorithm

To realize simulation of this algorithm we must define some arrays. Here we added all traversable neighbor cells to an array named NEIGHBOURS. So that means NEIGHBOURS is the array of neighbor cells which must be investigated in order to find the destination cell. All NEIGHBOURS elements are checked if one is the destination cell or not. Then NEIGHBOURS arrays include new neighbor cells, which actually are the neighbors of the old listed cells and this procedure goes on until the destination cell is finally added to the NEIGHBOURS. The cost of the starting cell is zero. The cost of each neighbor cell is equal to the cost of the starting cell to that neighbor cell. Then the costs of the neighbors are calculated. These costs are the costs of moving from starting cell to neighbor cells. Neighboring cells are added to the NEIGHBOURS if their cost is lower than the cost of the old listed cells. This prevents checking the checked cells again. When the destination cell is added to the NEIGHBOURS, to find the shortest path you just follow from the destination cell to the starting cell step by step by the decreasing cost of the cells from the cost-matrix if the NEIGHBOURS is empty anytime, this means there is no possible path.

4.2.1 Summary of breadth-first algorithm

The total procedure of the breadth-first algorithm can be summarized as follows:

- Define the starting and destination cells
- Load the map matrix
- Add the starting cell to NEIGHBOURS
- Add the neighbor cells to NEIGHBOURS

v) If NEIGHBOURS is empty, no possible path
vi) If destination cell is added to NEIGHBOURS, define the PATH using map matrix. Else compute the cost of neighbor cells
vii) Pull out the checked cells from NEIGHBOURS
viii) Go to step iv.

4.2.2 Advantages of breadth-first algorithm

The breadth-first algorithm is simple to implement. It doesn’t require too much matrix operations and also doesn’t need to use the location of the destination cell (an advantage if the location of the destination isn’t defined). This algorithm is quite good for our water surrounded case scenario.

4.2.3 Disadvantages of breadth-first algorithm

Although the breadth-first is good enough to be used in our proposed system but still it have two major drawbacks:

- One has to search all the available traversable cells until the destination cell is found. So in large maps or in real case scenario it needs very large computational space.
- It is impossible to define cells with different costs.

4.3 The Dijkstra Algorithm

This algorithm is almost similar to the breadth-first algorithm but it overcomes a major disadvantage of previous algorithm. It can do the computation of different cost cells. That means it can not only find the shortest path but also the lowest cost path. In this algorithm, again the array of all neighbor cell NEIGHBOURS exists. Here at starting the neighbors of the starting cell are added to the NEIGHBOURS. Then the costs of the neighbors are calculated. These costs are the costs of moving from starting cell to neighbor cells. Neighbor cells are added to the NEIGHBOURS if they have lower cost than the old listed cells. These costs are calculated according to their calculated costs. When a cell with the lowest cost is found the neighbors of this cell is added to NEIGHBOURS. That means the lowest cost becomes the comparison criterion. For these new cells the cost from starting cell to these cells are calculated and again the neighbors of the lowest cost cell is added to NEIGHBOURS. This procedure goes on until the destination cell is added to the NEIGHBOURS. When the destination cell is added to the NEIGHBOURS, following the parents of the cells from the destination cell to the starting cell gives the shortest and the lowest cost path. If the NEIGHBOURS is empty anytime, it means that there are no possible paths.

4.3.1 Summary of dijkstra algorithm

The total procedure of the breadth-first algorithm can be summarized as follows:

- Define the starting and destination cells
- Load map matrix
- Add the starting cell to NEIGHBOURS
- Add the neighbor cells to NEIGHBOURS

v) If NEIGHBOURS is empty, no possible path
vi) If destination cell is added to NEIGHBOURS, define the PATH using PARENTS matrix. Else go on
vii) If neighbor cell is added to NEIGHBOURS before find its new cost and compare to its old cost. If it is lower, update the cost and PARENTS matrix
viii) Pull out the checked cells from NEIGHBOURS
ix) Go to step iv.

4.3.2 Advantages of dijkstra algorithm
The lowest cost criterion and the ability of computing different cost cells makes this algorithm very efficient in large and different cost terrain maps. These two properties are very crucial for our proposed system. As the proposed system has to navigate through water-borne disaster affected areas, the ability to compute different cost cell makes it a natural choice.

4.3.3 Disadvantages of dijkstra algorithm
Although his lowest cost criterion obtains the shortest path but it has two problems:

i) NEIGHBOURS array has to be sorted according to the costs and the new neighbor cells have to be located in the right place in the NEIGHBOURS. And in order to locate the lowest cost path and to find the shortest and the lowest cost path the parents of the neighbor cells have to be stored in PARENTS array.

ii) And yet again if the cost of the neighbor cell is lower than its parent cell the neighbor becomes the parent and the costs have to be re-computed.

4.4 A* (A Star) Algorithm
This is the most common and efficient used algorithm in shortest path finding problems.

The cost function $S$ can be calculated but the cost function $D$ can just be estimated. That’s why this cost function is called heuristic cost function. There are several methods for this estimation. As for our case i.e. 4-adjacent traversable cells Manhattan method is the most used method.

$$D(\text{current cell}) = |\text{currentX-destinationX}| + |\text{currentY-destinationY}|$$

This method directs the search to the destination cell. The total cost function $C = S + D$ is the comparison criterion for the cells. NEIGHBOURS has to be sorted and in addition as the comparison criterion the C cost array has to be sorted. The parents of the neighbor cells are stored in PARENTS array. Again in this algorithm if the cell exists in NEIGHBOURS its new cost must be compared to the old cost. If it is lower the cell becomes the parent and S and C costs must be re-calculated. The checked cells are placed in the CHECKED CELLS. Again after the destination cell is added to NEIGHBOURS, following the parent cells gives the shortest path. Just like the previous cases if the NEIGHBOURS is empty at anytime, it means that there is no possible path [12].

4.4.1 Summary of A* algorithm
The algorithm can be summarized as follows:

i) Define the starting and destination cell

ii) Load the map matrix

iii) Add the starting cell to NEIGHBOURS

iv) Add the staring cell to CHECKED CELLS

v) Add the neighbor cells to NEIGHBOURS: - If traversable; - If not in NEIGHBOURS before; - If not in CHECKED CELLS. With the order compute S, D and C cost function values. Record the parent to PARENTS matrix. Locate the C cost function value in the right place- If in NEIGHBOURS before; Compute the S cost function value. If it is better than the old value, chance the parent with this parent in PARENTS matrix. Update S and C cost functions

vi) If NEIGHBOURS is empty, no possible path

vii) If the destination cell is added to NEIGHBOURS define the PATH using PARENTS matrix

viii) Find the lowest cost neighbor cell. Add it to CHECKED CELLS and continue the search on this cell

ix) Pull out the checked cells from NEIGHBOURS. Go to step v.

4.4.2 Advantages of A* algorithm
This algorithm is the most efficient algorithm because it uses both the shortest path information from starting cell and the shortest path information to the destination cell.

4.4.3 Disadvantages of A* algorithm
This algorithm cannot be used if the location of the destination cell is not unknown.

5. MULTI-DESTINATION CELLS
All of above algorithms are described for cases like one starting cell - one destination cell. But in practical cases of a rescue mission one starting cell-multiple destination cells without the importance of destination cells order are most likely. A single RB may have to perform rescue of more than one EB. There is no order between the EB’s. In such cases all
possible paths have to be calculated. First \( n! \) Paths between the points (\( n = \) number of destination points, \([AB1], [AB2], [AB3], [B1B2], [B1B3], [B2B3]\)) have to calculated and then the shortest path from starting point to multi-destination points (all points have to be visited once) have to calculated.

![Fig 6: One starting - multi-destination points (S: starting point, G1-G2-G3: destination points)](image)

This is a most known problem Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) in graph theory \([18, 19]\). As like a traveler salesman has to visit a number of towns once and has to turn back to the starting town. The number of entire paths that has to be calculated is \( (n-1)/2 \) (\( n: \) number of destination points+1). This number is 3 for 3 destination points but for 10 destination points this number becomes 18,14,400. Total computation time for this number is not acceptable and some techniques are used to decrease the number of computation. This subject is not destination of our paper and some useful resources can be found in \([18, 19]\).

6. Result and Simulation

All the simulation works are mainly divided into two groups.

i) One starting cell - One destination cell

ii) One starting cell - multiple destination cells

At first the algorithms are compared for one starting-one destination cells. As mentioned before, the breadth-first algorithm is lack of computing different cost cells. So two types of maps are used for this group. One that only has same cost cells (Breadth-first, Dijkstra and A*) and another one for different cost cells (Dijkstra, A*).

![Fig 7: Same cost cell-map and path found by breadth-first algorithm](image)

![Fig 8: Same cost cell-map and path found by dijkstra algorithm](image)

![Fig 9: Same cost cell-map and path found by A* algorithm](image)

Table 1 lists the comparison of algorithms for CPU time, the sum of the cells, the cells visited, and the path cells. It can be seen that although the Breadth-first algorithm visits more cells, its CPU time is better than Dijkstra and A*.

The cause of this efficiency is the simplicity. Dijkstra and A* algorithm need a lot of matrix operations and in a map with same cost cells, the costs of the cells must be updated very frequently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>CPU Time (s)</th>
<th>Sum of the cells visited</th>
<th>Sum of the path cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breadth-First</td>
<td>1.078</td>
<td>43002</td>
<td>506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dijkstra</td>
<td>2.625</td>
<td>43004</td>
<td>506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A*</td>
<td>2.297</td>
<td>25134</td>
<td>506</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig 10: Different cost cell-map and found path by Dijkstra

Fig 11: Different cost cell-map and found path by A*

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the maps with different cost cells and the paths for the algorithms. We kept the dimensions similar to the same cost map. The starting cell is at (3, 3) and destination cell is at (255, 255). This map is manually created and different shades of grey define different costs. Finally the black curve shows the path found.

Table-2 lists the comparison of algorithms for CPU time, sum of the cells visited, sum of the path cells, and cost sum of the path cells. It can be seen from the table that A* algorithm doesn’t give the shortest and the lowest cost path. The quality of A* algorithm depends on the quality of the heuristic cost function D. If D is close to the true cost of the remaining path, A* algorithm guarantees finding the shortest and lowest cost path. In other condition A* gives no guarantee but it is still efficient.

Table 2. Comparison of algorithms for different cost-cell map

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>CPU Time (s)</th>
<th>Sum of the cells visited</th>
<th>Sum of the path cells</th>
<th>Cost sum of the path cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dijkstra</td>
<td>2.097</td>
<td>35280</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>6970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A*</td>
<td>1.718</td>
<td>26990</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>7000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the tabular data shown in table 2 we can see that the cost sum of the path cells found by A* is 0.4% higher than Dijkstra’s but it is 21.9% faster and it needs 30.7% less memory according to the sum of the cells visited.

In the second group algorithms are compared for one starting-multi destination cells. Here the map with different cost cells is used. Three destination cells are defined on the map. The coordinates of starting cell and destination cells are given below.

A: (3,3)    B1: (120,5)    B2: (190,140)    B3: (70,185)

Fig 12: Maps and path for multi destination with Dijkstra

Fig 13: Maps and path for multi destination with A*

Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show the maps and the found path for Dijkstra and A* algorithms. Table 3 lists the comparison of algorithms for different start-destination points, CPU times, sum of the path cells cost sum of the path cells and selected path , total CPU time, sum of the path cells and the cost sum of the path cells.

This time A* gives the shortest path. It can be seen that the total CPU times are very close. This result comes from the advantage of computing paths using visited cells. In dijkstra [AB1], [AB3] and [B1B2] cells are visited in the previous path and there is no need to re-compute the cells. A* is lack of this advantage but it is still more efficient in operations [12].
7. CONCLUSION

All the algorithms presented in this paper have some computational advantages in path planning for multi-destination cells. They seem to find the shortest path between starting and destination cells but in fact these algorithms can find all the shortest paths from the starting cell to all visited cells. So we had to examine Breadth-first, Dijkstra and A* discreetly. Now Breadth-first and Dijkstra don’t use the location of the destination point in the computations that’s why they can find all the shortest paths for all visited cells. Where as A* can find paths for all visited cells but doesn’t guarantee the shortest path because A* uses the location of the destination point in its computation. This benefit gives Breadth-first and Dijkstra one computational advantage. If the destination cell is not in the visited cells, the computation for the shortest path between cells to cell has to be repeated. In these types of computations, starting the computation between the most far destination cells can give an advantage.

In this paper we have discussed the path planning part of a total water-borne rescue system by comparing, simulating four path planning algorithms on grid based map for both one starting - one destination cell and one starting - multi destination cells. From the tabular and graphical results of the experiments and the inferences from the algorithms, we found some important information for path planning for maps with same cost cells, different cost cells and with one starting - one destination and one starting - multi destination cells. For maps with same cost cells, with one starting-one destination cell and multi destination cells, using Breadth-first algorithm is the best if the computational time is the primary desire criteria. But if the size of memory is the major criteria then using A* can be a better alternative. For maps with different cost cells and with one starting - one destination cell A* is best in both computational time and size of memory. But the heuristic cost function D for A* must be chosen in order to find the shortest and lowest cost path. Again for maps with different cost cells and with one starting-multi destination cells A* is best in computational time with no certainty for the shortest path. But it must be understood that Dijkstra, using visited cells advantage especially in enormous multi-destination cells and shortest path guarantee, can be a good choice for these maps.

The algorithms used 4-adjacent traversable cells related to the mobile robot. If a mobile robot with more movement abilities is accepted, using 8- and 16- adjacent traversable cells give better results. Again in our simulation A* uses Manhattan method as the heuristic function. Using other functions can also give better results. In future instead of using manually drawn map, it is planned to use real geographical maps to get more realistic and practical results.
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